
 

 

 

   

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AA 

6/8/14 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I want to let you know how important it is my family and to me that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I in recovery from 
addiction and I also have a criminal record. I do take responsibility for the actions I took that 
resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my addiction treatment 
record to become a lifelong haunting. 

People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do not want the risk 
of losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my housing all due to someone finding out that 
I’ve been treated for addiction. 

! 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AB 

6/20/14 

Dear Administrator Hyde 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protections. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AC 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a long burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep 
that information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need 
to see it. The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these 
essential privacy protections. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against 
us. I do not want to risk losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my housing all due to 
someone finding out that I had been treated for addiction. I do not want me or my family to 
go without health or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or 
incarceration. I do not want my medical records to be used against me just because I did the 
right thing and sought to get the help for my addiction. I do not want me or my family to go 
without health or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. 
I do not want my medical records to be used against me just because I did the right thing and 
sought to get the help for my addiction. 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

  

! ! ! 

AD 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient record be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep that 
information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need to 
see it. 

The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protections. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do 
not want to risk losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my housing all due to someone 
finding out that I had been treated for addiction. I do not want me or my family to go without 
health or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. I do not 
want my medical records to be used against me just because I did the right thing and sought 
to get the help for my addiction. I do not want me or my family to go without health or life 
insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. I do not want my 
medical records to be used against me just because I did the right thing and sought to get the 
help for my addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

  

! ! ! 

AE 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration 
Room 5-1011 

RE: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take the responsibility for 
the actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want 
my addiction to become a life long burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. 



 

 

   

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AF 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions of myself that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want 
my addiction treatment record to become a life time burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep 
that information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need 
to see it. The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these 
essential privacy protections. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against 
us. I do not want to risk losing my family, or face the lose of a job or my housing all due to 
someone finding out that I had been treated for addiction. I do not want me or my family to 
go without health or life insurance or worse. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to help. 



 

 
 

  
  

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

  

! ! ! 

AG 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse Health Service Administration 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

RE: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I think in this day and age with all of the technological advances that software companies 
can figure out how to keep that information available for those who must see it and 
unavailable to those who don’t need to see it. 

I do not want to risk losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my housing all due to 
someone finding out that I had been treated for addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

  

  

! ! ! 

AH 

Re: Admin Hyde @ Privacy Rights Divsn 

Dear the Impeccable Admin Hyde, 

So could you please help me keep my addiction records confidential. I need all I can to 
get back my spine so I may walk like a man for the 1st time. 

Sincerely 



 

 

  

   
   

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AI 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

We are the best tier at Richmonds Regional Jail as we are a program tier of recovered 
men. We all insist that we are brothers — black, white, Indian, Chinese, and Spanish. We 
also consider you our brothers greatest ally because you can help us in maintaining our 
addiction records confidentiality. 

God put you in our life for a reason in which we can only say AMEN Brutha! 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AJ 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

We at Richmonds Regional Jail honor you in all we do together in recovery. But it is up 
to you to help maintain our addiction rights. 

All gratitude goes to you in doing so, our lives reside in your hands now, please make the 
right choice for us down and out. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AK 

Re Privacy Rights 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I hope this letter finds you being all you can be for the rights of this country in protecting 
those indebted souls privacy rights. We will owe to the end of time in this life and our 
childrens life in the next. 

You help us succeed and you give us hope. In that we can only thank God for you! 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AL 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Admin Hyde, 

It is my privilege to right to you now as you are a man of stature and I am just a convict 
at Richmonds Regional jail. I have had many pitfalls in my life and want to make amends to 
ALL the individuals I have hurt, by getting a job in social work particularly helping the 
homeless like myself. 

In order to do so I must have my addiction rights remain confidential. Please see it fit to 
help a cling on like me get better. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AM 

Dear the Monumental Administrator Hyde, 

I am scared you won’t ever get this letter but by Gods grace you are reading it now like a 
message in a bottle…. 

I have been a loser all my life. Using crack cocaine & heroin everyday. I have done 
virtually nothing with my life until now. 

Today I shovel snow in the winter and cut grass in the summer for free, though I am 
mentally disabled. Please help maintain my addictions records confidentiality. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AO 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

You and your staff are like angels among us thieves that darken the Earth. The light you 
shine can bring us monsters out of the depths of hell if you so choose. 

We misfits, low life’s, and freaks pray you will help maintain our privacy rights in 
addiction records privatized for such demons returning to the light. Thank you for all you do. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

  

  

! ! ! 

AP 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

We at the infamous G2 Tier of Richmonds Regional Jail just want to say a many shout out 
and thanks to you and your staff for the time and effort you put in towards the addiction’s 
records you protect. We are all getting better here at our program tier and everything is 
working for the greater good. 

You are truly a blessing to us all !

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AQ 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Administrator and God’s Supreme Helper Mr. Hyde, 

We oblige and honor you here in Richmonds Regional Jail because God has given you 
dominion in keeping our addiction records confidential. 

It is by no coincidence that you have been put in charge as there are everything happens 
for a reason. 

Thank you so much, Halleluiah Jesus 

Friends Forever, 



 

 

  

 

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AR 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Admin. Hyde, 

My God is an awesome just as yours is for putting you in a position of favor so that you 
may maintain the brotherhood of man. Thank you for keeping our addictions records 
confidential. 

Karma is real, keep paying it forward. Love is love, all day everyday, and we keep 
making way for the positive day! 

Love you Mr. Hyde 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

  

 

 

  

! ! ! 

AS 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

We and all the potential free men who someday want to give back to society, our 
families, and most of all towards our Savior Jesus Christ can only say a humble thanks. 

With you helping maintain our addictions record it is only one more reason in which we 
cannot fail. 

You are an AWESOME person Mr. Hyde. Thanks for choosing and landing your position 
so you have blessed us. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

  

 

  

! ! ! 

AT 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to ask that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse treatment be 
maintained. I do not want this record to become a life long burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

  

 

  

! ! ! 

AU 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to ask that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse treatment be 
maintained. I do not want this record to become a life long burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

  

 

  

! ! ! 

AV 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to ask that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse treatment be 
maintained. I do not want this record to become a life long burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

  

 

  

! ! ! 

AW 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to ask that the privacy protects for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be 
maintained. I do not want this record to become a life long burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

  

 

  

! ! ! 

AX 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to ask that they privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient 
records be maintained. I do not want this record to become a life long burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy. 

Sincerely 



 

 
 

  

 

  

! ! ! 

AY 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patients records be maintained. I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I hope you do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction records 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

 

! ! ! 

AZ 

Re: Privacy Rights 

Dear Admin Hyde, 

I heard that you can help me by maintaining the privacy of my addiction records in which 
I am indebted for. Thank you so much in doing so. My life will surely turn around now, I just 
know it. 

Those at Richmonds Regional jail and my family are overwhelmed as well. We will never 
be able to thank you enough! 

Sincerely 



 

! 

BA
  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

It is my pleasure to write you this letter today. Thank you for all you do into the 
confidentiality act of keeping my drug and alcohol past events confidential in all the 
determents that society places on those such as myself.  I have been a bad man even though  
I’ve been a Navy man and great father. I have been a parasite on society and an abandonment 
to my wife otherwise. I want to change that and give back to as I am finally clean. Thank you  

Sincerely  



! 

BB 
 

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

It is my honor in writing you now as well as those at Richmonds Regional Jail. I don’t want 
to sound victimized but I don’t want to say I had it easy either. I put forth all responsibility 
for my past downfalls and neglectedness as a person in this world, a fatherless dad, an 
addicted felon and leach on society.  

However I am changing.  Please give a shot by protecting my addiction records.  

Sincerely   



 

! 

BC  

Pamela Hyde, Administrator  
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service  
Administration, Room 5-1011  
1  Choke Cherry Road  

Re: Privacy Regulations  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from  addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden.  

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out to keep that 
information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need to 
see it.  

The treat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away these essential privacy 
protection. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against  us. I do not want 
to risk losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my housing all due to someone finding out 
that I had been treated for addiction. I do not want myself  or my family to go without health 
or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. I do not want 
my medical records to be used against me just because I did the right thing and sought to get 
the help for my addiction.  

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records.  

Sincerely,  

Thanks  



 

! 

BD  

Re: Privacy Rights  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I have been an abusive father and child abandoner in my life. Today I write and see my 
grown son every week as God has seen fit. But it was not God’s grace alone, it was my free 
will to get clean  and into treatment. In two weeks I will leave Richmond’s Regional Jail as a 
free man. Please help protect my addiction rights so that I may now give back to society and 
repair my manhood as an  indebted brother to the human race.  

Thank you Admin  

Sincerely  



 

! 

BE  

Re: Privacy Rights  

Dear Administrator Hyde.  

Please help those around me to keep our addictions confidential regarding safe records 
keeping. The men and women at Richmonds Regional Jail need all the help we can to ensure 
jobs for our inmates. That means keeping records confidential in order to get a decent start in 
this technological world of privacy rights and all that pertains to such.  

Thank you Admin!  

Sincerely  



 

! 

BF  

Re: Privacy Rights  

Dear Admin Hyde,  

I am writing to let you know how important it is for my family and I’s privacy protection 
from all my past drug & alcohol criminal records and how I would appreciate them being 
maintained.  

The treat to me and people like me is great a risk concerning the essential protections of 
my records I cannot have them used against me. Thank you.  

Sincerely  



 

BG
  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

Thank you for reading the details in this letter. I know you have probably read too many by 
now but I though one more couldn’t hurt, if more is better anyway.  

Thank you again not just for reading but for time invested. The men of Richmond 
Regional Jail thank you as well even though they can often play victim most times. They 
have had it hard and often can seem demanding, but in order for them to receive a chance it 
is imperative that their addiction records be privatized.  

Sincerely  

! 



 

! 

BH  

Re: Privacy Rights  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

The treat in not having my addiction records be confidential haunts me. I would feel as 
though my chances for employment, opening a bank act, or even getting a credit card would 
be hindered.  

Please help me by keeping my addiction records confidential. I don’t know what else to 
do by say thanks! Your my friend and ally  is for you doing so.  

Sincerely,  



 

! 

BI  

Dear Administrator Hyde  

I have been a victim of someone reading my treatment records and the result was not 
favorable to me liking.  

You have taken on a good cause, I hope your effort and support from other will improve 
the system that is in place now, concerning people like myself that have use alcohol & drugs.  

Sincerely  



 

! 

BJ
  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me  and my family that protection for 
my addiction treatment  records be maintained. I am a person in recovery from addiction & I 
also have a criminal record. I take full responsibility for my actions, yet I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden.  

I understand some may argue that good medical care may  be compromised if medical 
professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day & age companies 
can figure out to keep that information available for those who must see it & away from  
those who don’t.  

The threat to people like myself is too great to risk doing away these essential privacy 
protection. The odds are already stacked against us. I do not want to risk losing my kids, my  
job or my housing due to someone finding out that I had been treated for addiction. I do not 
want my family or myself to go without life insurance or even  risk criminal prosecution. My 
addiction  records should not be used against me  just because I did the right thing & sought   



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

! 

BK 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse Health Service Administration 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out to keep that 
information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need to 
see it. 

The treat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away these essential privacy 
protection. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do not want 
to risk losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my housing all due to someone finding out 
that I had been treated for addiction. I do not want me or my family to go without health or 
life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. I do not want my 
medical records to be used against me just because I did the right thing and sought to get the 
help for my addiction. I hope you will do all you can to protect my addiction records. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

! 

BL 
 

Dear Administrator Hyde  

My family and I would like for you to know we support your petition to improve the 
privacy regulations we now have. Which is not fair to men  like me who because of my using 
alcohol and drug history may suffer some type of adverse consequence. Lost of children, lost 
of job and housing.  

Please do all you can to help bring about new regulations that will fair to people like 
myself.  

Sincerely  



! 

BM  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to let you know how I feel about the privacy  of my treatment records as well as 
others. I am a person in recovery from addiction.  I  also have a criminal record. While I take 
responsibility for the actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal 
record, I do not want my treatment record to become a life  long burden.  

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see these records (treatment records). I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that  software companies can figure out to keep that 
information available for those who need to review  it and away from  those who don’t need to 
see them.  

Threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away these essential privacy 
protection. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do not want 
to risk losing my kid, job or housing all due to someone finding out that I had been treated 
for addiction. I do not want me or my family to go without health insurance or worse to  
criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. I do not want my medical records to be used 
against me just because I did the right thing and sought to get the help for addiction.  

Administrator Hyde, I ask for your support.   



 

! 

BN  

Re: Privacy Regulations  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to let you know how important it is to my family and I that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I do not wish my 
addiction treatment record to become a life  long burden. I would like to argue the one could 
figure out how to keep that information available for those who must see it and unavailable 
to those who do not.  

The odds are stacked against me enough already. I do not wish  to risk the loss of my 
children, a job,  or my housing due to someone finding out that I have been treated for 
addiction. I would not want my family or I to go without health or life insurance or risk 
criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. I do not wish for my medical records to be used 
against me simplyt because I did the right thing and sought to get the help for my addiction.  

Sincerely,  



 

  
 

 

 

 

   

! 

BO 

I am writing to let you know important is to me and my family that the privacy protection 
for alcohol and drug abuse patient record be maintain. I am person be maintained I am person 
in recovery from addiction and I also have criminal record, I do not want my addiction 
treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protection. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked again and I do 
not want risk losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my housing all due to someone 
finding out that I had been treated for addiction I do not want me or my family to go without 
health or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution arrest or incarceration. I do not 
want my medical record to be use against me just because I did the right thing and sought to 
get the help for my addiction. 

Administrator Hyde I hope you can to protect privacy of my addiction records. 



 

BP  

Dear Administrator Hyde  

I commend you for wanting to help people like me to not have to suffer unwanted 
consequences at the hands and minds of those who review my medical records and see where 
my treatment records indicate I have abuse alcohol and drugs in my.  

You have my support in shaping new regulation regard this matter.  

Thank you sir.  

! 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

  

! 

BQ 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protection for alcohol and drugs abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 



 

 

  

! 

BR 

Dear Mr. Hyde 

My medical records should be kept private to protect myself and my future. 



! 

BS  

Re: Privacy Regulations  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to ask that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient record 
be maintained I do not want this record to be a life  long burden.  

Administrator Hyde I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy   



 

! 

BT
 

Re: Privacy Regulations  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to ask that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records 
be maintained. I do not want this record to become a life  long burden.  

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can do to protect my privacy.  

Sincerely,   



 

 

 

   

  

! 

BU 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. While I take 
responsibility for the action I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal 
record, I do not want my addiction treatment record to be a lifelong burden. 

Therefore I support the privacy regulations amendment your office is support at this time. 



! 

BV
  

Re: Privacy Regulations  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to ask that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records 
be maintained. I do not wish this record to become a life  long burden.  

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy.  

Sincerely,   



! 

BW  

I humble ask that our privacy rights concerning our addition rights be protected. I am not the 
same alcoholic I once was and aim to be an outstanding member to my myself and to my 
family once more. But I cannot do it if my rights are out there for masses.  

Please help me be better.  

Sincerely yours   



 

! 

BX  

RE: Privacy Regulations  

Dear Amin Hyde,  

I write you now to consider regulating our privacy rights regarding drugs and alcohol 
concerning addiction records. Thank you for taking the time to read this as this  letter may 
deter future employees in the highering of addicts seeking treatment. Please see it fit to help 
us as we are sorry for the things we have done.  

Sincerely  



! 

BY
  

Re: Privacy Regulations  

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to ask that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records 
be maintained. I do not wish this record to be a life  long burden.  

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect my privacy.  

Sincerely,   



! 

BZ 
 

Dear Administrator Hyde,  

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden.  

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances we have in computer software we should be able to 
have what we need to be seen  and unavailable to what those that  don’t need to see it.  

The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away these essential privacy 
protection. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against them (us). I do 
not want to risk the chance of losing my kids, job or housing as a result of someone finding 
out about my  addiction.  

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will help protect the privacy of my addiction records.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

MD
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Room 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I so have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction record to become a lifelong burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely 



 

 
 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

ME
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration 
Room 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal, I do not want my 
addiction treatment records to become a lifelong burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely 



 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

  

MF
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I’m just writing you just to let you know that is very very important  to me and my family 
that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I’m in 
recovery from my addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for 
the actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want 
my addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep 
that information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need 
to see it. 

It is a serious threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these 
essential privacy protections. People  



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 

MG
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration 
Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Rd. 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Ms. Hyde, Administrator 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to my family and I that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a long term burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 

  

  

MH
 

Substance Abuse Administration, Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I’m writing to let you know how important it’s to me and my family members that the 
privacy for alcohol patient records is concern. I’m recovering from alcohol addiction and 
have a criminal record. I don’t want my addiction treatment record to become a lifelong 
burden. People like myself already have the stacked of odds against me so it’s my wish that 
you keep protecting my rights. I don’t want my medical records used against me just 
because, I sought help for my addiction. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

 

  

MI
 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and also I have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely 



 

  

  
 

  

 

  

MJ
 

Dear Ms. Pamela Hyde, 

I am writing you this letter to inform you how important it is to me and my family that 
the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a 
person in recovery from alcohol and weed and pills and I also have a not so good criminal 
record. I really don’t want my addiction life to follow me the rest of my life. 

I understand that everyone does not think that addiction is in fact a disease. I understand 
that there’s a lot of people that could care less about what happens with this. But I’m here to 
ask you to please keep our addiction records private for the sake of being able to get jobs, my 
family and I most of all so that it does not become a life time burden. 

Sincerely 



 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MK
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Room 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment & criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep 
that information available for those who must see it & unavailable to those who don’t need to 
see it. 

The threat to me & people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protections. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do 
not want to risk or face the loss of a job or my hosing all due to someone finding out that I 
had been treated for addiction. I don’t want my medical records to be used against me just 
because I did the right thing & sought to get the help for my addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

  

   

  

MN
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 

I am a person in recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. People like 
me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do not want my medical records to 
be used against me just because I did the right thing and sought to get help for my addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 



 

 
 

 

  

 

 

  

MO
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 

I do not want my medical records to be used against me just because I did the right thing and 
sought to get help for my addiction. I am a person in recovery from addiction, and I also have 
a criminal record. I don’t want to risk losing my kids or my job or my housing due to 
someone finding out that I had been treated for addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

  

 

  

MP
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 

I’m writing because it’s important to me and my family that the privacy protections for 
alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in recovery from 
addiction. I do not want my medical records to be used against me just because I did the right 
thing and sought to get help for my addiction. 

Ms. Hyde, please protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 



 

 
 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

MQ
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. I do not want my addiction 
treatment record to become a life long burden. 

The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protections. People like me already enough stacked against us. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MR
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Room 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep 
that information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need 
to see it. 

Sincerely, 



 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

MS
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse Health Service Administration 
Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I’m seriously letting you know how important this issue is to me and my family that the 
privacy of my addiction of alcohol be restricted from the use of my patient record due to the 
fact that I’ve an criminal record. I don’t want my addiction record to be a lifelong burden to 
me. 

I understand that some have argued good medical care for me if all medical professionals 
can’t see my addiction treatment record. I’ll sincerely hope that my records are safe with 
you. 

Sincerely, 



 
 

 

  

MT 


Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Services Admin Rm 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. I do not want my record to be a 
life long burden. 



 

 
 

 

 

   

MU
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Admin Rm 5-1011 

RE: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am in recovery and 

also have a record. I do not want my addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

  

MV
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Admin Rm 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility, I do 
not want my addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

 

 

 

  

MW
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Admin Rm 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. I do not want my addiction 
treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

 

 

 

MX
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Admin Rm 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. I do not want my addiction 
treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NB
 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep 
that information available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need 
to see it. 

The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protections. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do 
not want to risk losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my hosing all due to someone 
finding out that I had been treated for addiction. I do not want me or my family to go without 
health or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. I do not 
want my medical records to be used against me just because I did the right thing and sought 
to get the help for my addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 



 

 

 

 

 
  

NC 

June 20, 2014 

Dear Ms. Hyde, 

I am writing you to let you know how important the privacy protection for alcohol and 
drug abuse patient records be maintained. 

I do not feel by keeping this information private that it will compromise health care in 
any way. I think this information should be on a need to know situation. Those of us who 
have addiction problems as well as criminal records fight a up hill battle as it is for jobs 
housing etc. I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction. 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

ND 

June 20, 2014 

Dear Ms. Hyde, 

I am writing you to let you know how important it is to protect drug and alcohol abuse 
treatment records private. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care will be compromised if all medical 
professionals cannot see addiction treatment records. I do not believe that is the case I think 
that information should be on a need to know basis. I think it is essential that treatment 
records be keep private. 

Please do all you can to see this does happen. 



 

 

 

 

  

NE 

June 20, 2014 

Dear Ms. Hyde, 

I am a recovering addict with a criminal records. I do not believe that my treatment 
information should be made public. I think this is a very private and sensitive area. The old 
saying goes “its hard to unring the bell”. I think that people who are trusted with this 
situation should think long and hard. About. 

Once you give something up its hard to take back. 



 

 

 

 

  

  

NF 

June 20, 2014 

Dear Ms. Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me that the privacy protections for 
alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in recovery from 
addiction and also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the actions I took 
that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my addiction 
treatment record to become a life long burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 



 

 
  

 

 

 

 
 

  

NG
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, 
Room 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my 
family that the privacy protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. 
I am a person in recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take 
responsibility for the actions I took that resulted in my addiction and criminal record, I do 
not want my addiction treatment record to become a life long burden. I understand some 
have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all medical professionals 
cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age with all of the 
technological advances that software companies can figure out how to keep that information 
available for those who must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need to see it. The 
treatment to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protections. People like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I do 
not want to risk of losing my kids, or face the loss of a job or my hosing all due to someone 
finding out that I had been treat for addiction. I do not want me or my family to go without 
medical or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or incarceration. 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

NH
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Room 5-1011 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I have a criminal 
record and I’m a person in recovery from addiction. I do not want my addiction treatment 
records to become a lifelong burden. I don’t want my medical records to be used against me 
just because I did the right thing and sought help for my addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 



 

 
 

 

  

 

NI
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration Room 5-1011 

Administrator Hyde, 

I’m a person in recovery from addiction. People like me already have enough odds 
stacked against us. I do not want my addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 
I don’t want my medical records to be used against me because I did the right thing and 
sought to get help. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. Sincerely, 



 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

NJ
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration Room 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I’m writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. I understand some have argued that 
good medical care for me will be compromised if all medical professionals cannot see my 
addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age with all of the technological advances 
that software companies can figure out how to keep that information available for those who 
must see it and unavailable to those who don’t need to see it. The threat to me and people 
like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential privacy protections. People like 
me already have enough of odds stacked against us. I do not want to risk losing my kids, or 
face the loss of a job or my hosing all due to someone finding out that I had been treated for 
addiction. I don’t want my medical records to be used against me just because I did the right 
thing and sought to get the help for my addiction. 



 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

  

NK 

6/20/14 

Pamela Hyde, Administration, Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, I am writing to let you know how important it is to me & my 
family that the privacy protections for alcohol & drug abuse patient records be maintained. I 
am a person in recovery from addiction & I also have a criminal record. While I take 
responsibility for the actions, I do not want my addiction treatment record to become an 
burden. So please do all you can do to protect my privacy of my addiction. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

  

 

 

  

NL
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 

Dear Administrator Hyde 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. People like me already 
have enough of the odds stacked against us. I don’t want to risk losing my kids, or face the 
loss of a job or my housing all due to someone finding out that I had been treated for 
addiction. I do not want my medical records to be used against me just because I sought to 
get the help for my addiction. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 



 

 
  

 

 

 

 

  

NM
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Room 5-1011 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me & my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol & drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in recovery 
from addiction & I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the actions I 
took that resulted in my addiction treatment & criminal record, I do not want my addiction 
treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical professionals cannot see my addiction 
treatment records. I think in this day and age with all of the technological advances that 
software companies can figure out how to keep that information available for those who must 
see it & unavailable to those who don’t need to see it. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

 

 

 

  

  

 
 

  

NN
 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I’m in recovery from 
addiction and I have a criminal record. I don’t want my addiction treatment record to become 
a lifelong burden. 

I understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I don’t want me or my 
family to go without health or life insurance or worse to risk criminal prosecution, arrest or 
incarceration. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

 

 

 
  

 

  

NO
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service Administration, Rm 5-1011 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I also have a criminal 
record and recovery is a necessity. While I take responsibility for my actions, I do not want 
my addiction treatment record to become a life long burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

  

  

NP
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment record to become a lifelong burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records… 

Sincerely 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

 

  

NQ
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment records to become a lifelong burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely, 



 

 
 

  
 
 

 

 

  

 

  

NR
 

Pamela Hyde, Administrator 
Substance Abuse of Mental Health Service 
Administration, Room 5-1011 
1 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Re: Privacy Regulations 

Dear Administrator Hyde, 

I am writing to let you know how important it is to me and my family that the privacy 
protections for alcohol and drug abuse patient records be maintained. I am a person in 
recovery from addiction and I also have a criminal record. While I take responsibility for the 
actions I took that resulted in my addiction treatment and criminal record, I do not want my 
addiction treatment records to become a lifelong burden. 

Administrator Hyde, I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction 
records. 

Sincerely 



 

 

 

 

  

NS
 

Dear Administrative Hyde, 

The threat to me and people like me is too great to risk doing away with these essential 
privacy protection people like me already have enough of the odds stacked against us. I 
understand some have argued that good medical care for me will be compromised if all 
medical professionals cannot see my addiction treatment records. I think in this day and age 
with all of the technological advances that the software companies can figure out how to 
keep that information available for those who see it and unavailable to those who don’t need 
to see it. I hope you will do all you can to protect the privacy of my addiction records. 
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